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Abstract—Highly sensitive, specific, rapid, and easy-to-use diagnostic methods for the detection of nucleic
acids of pathogens are required for the diagnosis of many human, animal, and plant diseases and environ-
mental monitoring. The approaches based on the use of the natural ability of bacterial CRISPR/Cas9 systems
to recognize DNA sequences with a high specificity under isothermal conditions are an alternative to the
polymerase chain reaction method, which requires expensive laboratory equipment. The development of the
methods for signal registration with the formation of a DNA/RNA/Cas9 protein complex is a separate bio-
engineering task. In this work, a design was developed and the applicability of a biosensor system based on
the binding of two dCas9 proteins with target DNA sequences (without their cutting) and detection of their
colocalization using reporter systems based on split enzymes was studied. Using the methods of molecular
modeling, possible mutual positions of two dCas9 proteins at a detectable locus of genomic DNA, allowing
the split enzyme domains attached to them to interact in an optimal way, were determined. The optimal dis-
tances on DNA between binding sites of dCas9 proteins in different orientations were determined, and the
dependence of the complex structure on the distance between the binding sites of dCas9 proteins was mod-
eled. Using the methods of bioinformatics, the genomes of a number of viruses (including SARS-CoV-2)
were analyzed, and the presence of genomic loci unique to the species, allowing the possibility of landing
pairs of dCas9 proteins in optimal positions, was demonstrated. The possibility of a combined use of dCas9
proteins from different bacteria to expand the spectrum of detected loci was analyzed. The results of the work
indicate a fundamental possibility of the creation of highly specific nucleic acid biosensors based on a com-
bination of CRISPR/Cas9 technologies and split enzymes.
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INTRODUCTION
The methods for the detection of nucleic acids with

a given nucleotide sequence play a crucial role in the
diagnosis of human and animal diseases, environmen-
tal monitoring, genotyping, establishment of kinship,
etc. An ideal test system for detecting nucleic acids
should have a high sensitivity, specificity, and low cost
of analysis and allow for detection as soon as possible
without the need for expensive equipment. To date,

diagnostic test systems based on the use of polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) are most widespread. Theoreti-
cally, PCR allows one to register individual molecules
in the reaction mixture; however, the sensitivity limit
of PCR-based test systems used in practice strongly
depends on the protocol used and can reach hundreds
of thousands of DNA molecules per milliliter [1]. The
PCR method requires expensive equipment, which
allows one to cyclically change the temperature of a
small volume of the reaction mixture at clearly defined
intervals as well as to register the f luorescence signals.# Equal contribution.
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Thus, PCR analyses are possible only in specialized
laboratories, which leads to a significant time interval
between the collection of biomaterial and getting the
result (usually at least a day). These limitations are a
stimulus for the development and creation of more
advanced diagnostic test systems that can, among
other things, be used for a rapid diagnosis directly at
the points of medical care and in other situations with
limited access to laboratory infrastructure or requiring
a fast receipt of the results of the analysis. The need for
such systems has become especially relevant in con-
nection with the pandemic of SARS-CoV-2 coronavi-
rus [1]. The key directions in solving this problem are
the following: (1) transition to “isothermal”
approaches, when it is just enough to maintain the
reaction mixture, in which a key stage of nucleic acid
detection is carried out, at a constant temperature;
(2) the use of simple visual signal detection methods
(for example, by a change in the color of the solution
or the appearance of colored stripes similar to immu-
nochromatographic test systems). The loop-mediated
isothermal amplification (LAMP) method, based on
the use of Bst polymerase, which is able to conduct
amplification at a constant temperature, can be given
as a promising isothermal approach already used in
practice. This approach usually allows one to obtain a
result within 60 min, does not require the use of
expensive equipment, and it is also more resistant to
reaction inhibitors than PCR; however, it requires a
thermostat with a sufficiently high temperature
(~65°C) and involves a rather complicated primer
design procedure, which makes it difficult to select
them for a specific task [2].

Along with detection methods based only on
nucleic acid amplification, fundamentally different
approaches, based on the use of CRISPR-Cas systems
and their ability to bind specifically to DNA/RNA
sequences in a programmable manner, began to be
developed not so long ago. Such approaches were
called CRISPR-based diagnostics (CRISPR-Dx).
CRISPR-Cas systems are the adaptive immune sys-
tem of bacteria destroying alien genetic elements
entering the cell [3]. With a primary infection, a num-
ber of proteins of the system captures the genetic infor-
mation of the pathogen and writes it to the CRISPR
locus of the bacterial genome in the form of so-called
spacer sequences. The type II class 2 CRISPR-Cas
systems, in which the effector Cas9 nuclease (particu-
larly, SpCas9 of Streptococcus pyogenes bacterium)
plays a key role, are the most studied. Cas9 forms a
complex with two RNA, including crRNA, which car-
ries information about the spacer sequence, and small
auxiliary tracrRNA. This complex binds specifically to
DNA sequences due to the formation of heteroduplex
between the pathogen DNA region (called proto-
spacer) and the complementary region of crRNA
spacer. The presence of a fixed DNA motif (PAM
sequence) recognized by Cas9 protein itself is also crit-
ical for binding to the target. PAM sequences in Cas9
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systems from different bacteria vary in the composi-
tion and length (approximately from three to eight
nucleotides). After binding, the nuclease cuts the tar-
get DNA. For editing genomes, artificial variants of
Cas9 systems, where crRNA and tracrRNA are com-
bined into a single guide RNA (gRNA), are widely
used. Variations of the class 2 CRISPR-Cas systems,
for example, based on Cas12, Cas13, or Cas14 type
nucleases can have the ability to bind single-stranded
DNA or RNA as well as have so-called collateral activ-
ity, when the enzyme begins to cut any RNA or DNA
in the solution upon binding to the target. The latter
property underlies the currently developed nucleic
acid detection systems, such as SHERLOCK,
DETECTR, and those related to them. The Cas13
nuclease, which recognizes single-stranded RNA
fragments, is used in the SHERLOCK system. Thus
activated collateral enzyme activity in relation to RNA
is measured using a cleavage of signaling molecules
that consist of a f luorophore and a quencher bound by
a synthetic RNA molecule [4]. There are also variants
for the adaptation of a signal reading system for the use
of immunochromatographic strips [5]. The
DETECTR system uses DNA-specific Cas12 and
cas14 nucleases that bind to double-stranded or sin-
gle-stranded DNA molecules, respectively. The
above-described approaches and those similar to them
usually assume a step of preamplification using one of
isothermal methods, for example, LAMP or RPA [2,
6]. The sensitivity of resulting methods is comparable
to the best variants of PCR analysis (detection of sin-
gle nucleic acid molecules per milliliter) [4]. A short
detection time (from 10 min) can be attributed to the
advantages of the method. At the moment, the com-
plexity of obtaining the system components, the
absence of ready-made commercially available test
systems, and the need to use RNA/DNA modified
with f luorophores are limitations of the method.

An alternative approach to the use of CRISPR-Cas
systems for the detection consists in the use of their
properties to bind to target DNA sequences (binding-
based biosensing) [7]. By introducing point mutations
into the Cas9 protein, a dCas9 protein (D10A and
H841A substitutions for SpCas9), which still binds to
DNA but does not cut it, can be obtained [8]. Binding
of Cas9-gRNA complexes to DNA is highly sensitive
to the presence of even single nucleotide mismatches
between the sequences of the spacer and protospacer
[9]. Such sensitivity opens up prospects for the cre-
ation of sensors capable of genotyping organisms and
viruses and detection of somatic mutations.

In this work, we studied the question about the
optimal construction of test systems based on the
binding of dCas9-gRNA complexes with the target
DNA locus. As a principle of signal detection, a
scheme based on the binding of the fragments of split
enzymes linked to dCas9 proteins was considered.
Using modeling methods, optimal arrangement of the
pairs of dCas9-proteins and lengths of peptide linkers
ETIN  Vol. 76  No. 2  2021
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for the attachment of split fragments were detected.
Using the methods of genomic analysis, we demon-
strated that the proposed construction of the biosensor
allows it to bind specifically to genomic loci of a num-
ber of viruses, including to distinguish between the
haplotypes of viruses that differ in single mutations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Molecular modeling. Atomistic molecular models

of binding of two dCas9 proteins to DNA were created
using Python scripts for the UCSF Chimera program
[10]. The structure SpCas9/gRNA/DNA with PDB
ID 5Y36 was selected for modeling the
dCas9/gRNA/DNA complex [11]. The structure of
ideal DNA in B-form was used for modeling the addi-
tional DNA between two dCas9 complexes. To con-
nect it with the models of dCas9 complexes, a struc-
tural alignment of two terminal nucleotides of connec-
tive DNA with two terminal nucleotides of DNA
duplex in the structure of dCas9 complex was carried
out. The alignment was carried out using the method
of minimizing the standard deviation of the positions
of the following nucleotide atoms: O5', C5', C4', O4',
C3', O3', C2', C1'. To measure the distances and
angles in the resulting structures, MDAnalysis and
NumPy packages were used [12, 13]. For measuring
the optimal location for the ends of the polypeptide
chain of dCas9 proteins relative to DNA axis, we cal-
culated a dihedral angle ɑ formed by the following
points: geometric centers of N- and C-terminal amino
acid residues of two dCas9 proteins and geometric
centers of two central C1' atoms of DNA separating
dCas9 proteins. The construction of graphs was car-
ried out using a Matplotlib library [14].

Genomic analysis. A Python program code was
realized to search for detectable loci (targets) in
selected genomes or genes for different combinations
of dCas9 proteins from different organisms and differ-
ent combinations of mutual orientation of dCas9 pro-
teins. dCas9 proteins of Streptococcus pyogenes (Spd-
Cas9), Staphylococcus aureus (SadCas9), Campylo-
bacter jejuni (CjdCas9), and Streptococcus
thermophilus (StdCas9) were used; they differ in the
length and sequence of bound PAM sites (NGG,
NNGRRT, NNNNAYAC, NNAGAAW, respectively,
where N is any nucleotide, R is A or G, Y is C or T, W
is A or T) as well as in the optimal length of a proto-
spacer recognized by dCas9 protein (20, 21, 22 or 20
nucleotides, respectively). Nucleotide sequences were
downloaded from the NCBI RefSeq database [15]. A
search for targets was carried out in annotated protein-
coding regions (including the regions annotated as
hypothetical proteins) using regular expressions. To
analyze RNA viruses, a complementary double-
stranded DNA was used. To search for targets, restric-
tions were imposed on possible distances between the
binding sites of dCas9 proteins along DNA corre-
sponding to optimal variants of mutual location of
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dCas9 proteins determined during molecular model-
ing. For each found pair of PAM sites, the appropriate
sequences of protospacers were determined. In order
to analyze the number of potential targets and their
specificity for the discussed test systems, the complete
genomes of the following virus species were selected:
SARS-CoV-2 isolate Wuhan-Hu-1 (NC_045512.2,
size 29903 bp), SARS-CoV (NC_004718.3, size 29751
bp), and MERS-CoV (NC_019843.3, size 30119 bp).
A search for possible targets in the genes was carried
out in the genes N (1259 bp) and E (227 bp) of SARS-
CoV-2 virus. Demonstration of a biosensor’s applica-
bility for the detection of single nucleotide polymor-
phisms was carried out on the example of 13 nonsyn-
onymous point mutations that distinguish the haplo-
types of SARS-CoV-2 virus (UK variant VOC-
202012/01 and isolate Wuhan-Hu-1) in the genes
ORF1ab (C3267T, C5388A, T6954C), Spike
(A23063T, C23271A, C23604A, C23709T, T24506G,
G24914C), ORF8 (C27972T, G28048T, A28111G),
and N (C28977T). For a global alignment of genomes,
MAFFT [16] with basic settings was used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General principle of biosensor operation. When
developing biosensors based on specific binding of
proteins to nucleic acids, a conjugation of this binding
with the generation of some detectable signal from the
test system is a key question. Such signal generation
can be realized by a simultaneous binding of two
CRISPR-dCas9 complexes with adjacent, spatially
close regions of a DNA locus. In this case, dCas9 pro-
teins can be used as carriers for a spatial convergence
of different pairs of reporter protein fragments or
domains prelinked to dCas9 proteins. So-called split
enzymes are of a special interest [17]. Split enzymes
are the enzymes artificially divided into two protein
fragments that can be spontaneously combined into a
whole functional enzyme. For example, firefly lucifer-
ase and bacterial β-lactamase were adapted to work as
split enzymes [18, 19]. β-lactamase, as a split enzyme,
has a number of advantages: small size (21 kDa), inde-
pendence from minor f luctuations of pH, possibility
of colorimetric signal detection as a result of cleavage
of a chromogenic substrate (for example, nitrocefin),
and signal amplification due to the accumulation of
reaction products over time. Taking into account the
above, a principal scheme of the biosensor based on
dCas9 proteins bound to the fragments of β-lactamase
is given in Fig. 1a. When designing a specific biosensor
construction, a number of fundamental questions
arise. First, it is necessary to decide on the optimal
mutual orientation of dCas9 complexes relative to
each other. This location is determined by (1) the vari-
ants of choosing DNA strands with which the com-
plexes will bind (PAM-in, PAM-out, or PAM-direct,
Fig. 1a), (2) the distance along DNA between the
binding sites of the complexes, (3) mutual orientation
ICAL SCIENCES BULLETIN  Vol. 76  No. 2  2021
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of split enzymes' attachment points relative to the
DNA axis. Second, it is necessary to decide on the
optimal attachment of the split system domains (to C-
or N-terminus of each dCas9 protein). Third, it is nec-
essary to decide on the optimal length of a peptide
linker connecting split domains with dCas9 proteins.
Finally, since binding of dCas9 proteins with specific
loci is limited by the presence of the appropriate PAM
sites at the binding sites, the question of studying the
presence of pairs of sites suitable for landing in the
genomes of detected organisms is important. A differ-
ence in the sequence and length of PAM sites in dCas9
proteins from different species of bacteria opens up the
possibilities for combining different dCas9 proteins in
order to optimize the number of potential landing
sites, on the one hand, and specificity of the biosensor,
on the other hand. The system design, taking into
account the above considerations and limitations, is a
multiparameter problem, the study of which the fol-
lowing sections are devoted to.

Molecular modeling of a biosensor based on two
dCas9 proteins. When designing a biosensor based on
the fusion system of dCas9 proteins with the parts of
the split enzyme, determination of the mutual orienta-
tion of dCas9 proteins as a part of the nucleoprotein
complex and the distance between them is an import-
ant step since these parameters directly affect the effi-
ciency of the biosensor. We carried out such an analy-
sis by molecular modeling of the systems of two dCas9
complexes in three mutual orientations (Fig. 1a). It is
important to note that there is a change in the distance
between terminal amino acid residues of dCas9 pro-
teins (to which split domains are attached), as well as a
change in their orientation location relative to DNA
characterized by the angle ɑ (see Materials and Meth-
ods), when changing the distance between dCas9
complexes. Along with the mutual orientation of the
proteins, these parameters affect the efficiency of the
biosensor: when choosing a complex with a large value
of the distance between the attachment points of split
fragments, there is a possibility that the parts of the
split enzyme will not combine, and such a combina-
tion can be prevented by DNA separating the com-
plexes if the selected complex has a large value of the
angle between the residues. Based on modeling, a
dependence of the distance between N- and C-termi-
nal residues of dCas9 proteins (to which the parts of
the split enzyme can be attached), as well as ɑ angle,
on the distance between PAM sites was obtained (Fig.
1b). Based on these data, optimal variants of the
attachment of the split enzyme parts were determined,
namely, C termini of dCas9 proteins for PAM-in, N
termini of dCas9 proteins for PAM-out orientation,
and C terminus of dCas9 protein located at 5'-termi-
nus of recognizable locus and N-terminus of dCas9
protein located at 3'-terminus of recognizable locus
(the locus orientation is determined along the DNA
strand forming a heteroduplex) for PAM-direct orien-
tation. The optimal models with the lowest values of
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distances between the attachment points of split
domains and ɑ angles without steric overlap were also
determined for each of the above systems. The follow-
ing variants are the most optimal: a model with the
distance of 41 nucleotides between PAM sites for the
orientation PAM-direct, 29 nucleotides for PAM-in,
and 52 nucleotides for PAM-out (Fig. 1c). An
extended set of seven optimal distances between PAM
sites corresponding to minimal distances between the
attachment points of split domains (for PAM-direct
orientation, the cut-off threshold was 70 Å) at the val-
ues of ɑ angle less than 72 degrees was also selected for
the genomic analysis. With subsequent genomic anal-
ysis, the results obtained were generalized for dCas9
proteins from different organisms assuming that
changes in the system depending on the variant of
dCas9 protein will be insignificant.

To create fusion systems, the use of a linker con-
necting dCas9 proteins with the parts of the split
enzyme is a prerequisite. A glycine–serine linker
(GGGGS)n is widely used to create such systems [20].
There is a bilateral limitation when choosing the linker
length: a too short linker can interfere with the combi-
nation of split domains; at the same time, a too long
linker will lead to the fact that the probability of the
interaction of domains will decrease. Based on mini-
mal distances between the attachment points of linkers
obtained in modeling (Rmin: PAM-direct, 37 Å; PAM-in,
26 Å; PAM-out, 26 Å), we estimated the optimal
length of linkers. The distance between terminal
amino acid residues of beta-lactamase is insignificant
(8 Å); therefore, it was not taken into account in the
calculations. According to the simplest models of
polymer physics, the probability distribution for the
distance between N- and C-terminal amino acid resi-
dues of the linker has a Gaussian form PN(R) =
(2πR2/3)–3/2exp(–3R2/2R2), where the width of
this distribution R2 = llk (l, contour length of amino
acid residue; lk, Kuhn segment length). The contour
length of one amino acid is 3.4 Å; Kuhn segment for
peptides, 8.4 Å [21]. Based on these estimations, the
linker length of ten amino acids is reasonable, since it
provides the probability of its being in a state with R >
Rmin/2 in more than 50% of conformations. With an
increase in the distance between the attachment
points of split domains to 70 Å, the probability is still
significant (approximately 10%).

Analysis of the presence of potential targets in virus
genomes. We developed a program code to check the
presence of potential targets in detectable genomes,
genes, and mutation sites for the developed biosensor
out of two dCas9 proteins (see Materials and Meth-
ods). The variants of a molecular test system consist-
ing of the combinations of dCas9 proteins were con-
sidered: SpdCas9, StdCas9, CjdCas9, and SadCas9
located on the target in the orientations PAM-out,
PAM-in, and PAM-direct (a total of 64 possible vari-
ants). A search for possible targets was carried out in
ETIN  Vol. 76  No. 2  2021
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Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of possible variants of mutual location of two dCas9 proteins with beta-lactamase fragments linked to them on
DNA locus as a part of the considered biosensor; PAM motifs are highlighted in red; 5'-3' direction of DNA strands is indicated
by arrows. (b) Graph of the dependence of the distance between C and N termini of SpdCas9 proteins in PAM-direct orientation,
as well as ɑ angle, on the distance between PAM sites; sterically inaccessible region is highlighted in gray; optimal configuration
is marked with a dot; threshold distance of 70 Å is demonstrated by a dotted line. (c) Structure of two SpdCas9 proteins as part
of a nucleoprotein complex in PAM-direct orientation with the distance between PAM sites of 41 nucleotides; C and N termini
of SpdCas9 proteins are highlighted by spheres. (d) Venn diagram for found potential targets in the genomes of coronaviruses for
the systems out of two SpdCas9 proteins. (e) Histogram of the number of possible systems for the detection of nonsynonymous
single nucleotide substitutions differing in SARS-CoV-2 haplotypes (UK variant VOC-202012/01 and SARS-CoV-2 isolate
Wuhan-Hu-1); dark color, number of systems of two SpdCas9 proteins; light color, number of all possible systems. 
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the genomes of coronaviruses. The number of targets
was 697, 848, and 960 for SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV,
and MERS-CoV. Out of them, only four targets were
nonunique and were found both in the genome of
SARS-CoV-2 and in the genome of SARS-CoV
(Fig. 1d), which indicates a possibility of designing
highly specific biosensors for specific viruses. The
revealed diversity of targets unique for the virus pro-
vides opportunities for a choice of the most optimal
and well-binding gRNA when developing specific test
systems. We also studied the question about the possi-
bility of using only a number of genes that are already
used in the existing test systems as targets. A search for
viral targets was carried out in the genes E and N of
SARS-CoV-2. A maximal number of targets in the
MOSCOW UNIVERSITY BIOLOG
gene N was found for the system realized on the basis
of two SpdCas9 proteins and is 59. For the whole
genome of SARS-CoV-2, there are 704 possible tar-
gets in this system. Two potential targets were revealed
for the same system for relatively small gene E. How-
ever, it is possible to increase the number of targets by
expanding the spectrum of used dCas9 proteins, and
four targets are already possible in the gene E for the
systems from SpdCas9 and StdCas9. A prevailing
number of targets was found for the systems with Spd-
Cas9, SadCas9, and CjdCas9, which is due to less lim-
itations on the sequence of PAM sites. No possible tar-
gets were found for the system StdCas9-StdCas9 in the
orientation PAM-in in the genome of SARS-CoV-2.
ICAL SCIENCES BULLETIN  Vol. 76  No. 2  2021
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The emergence of new variants of viruses (haplo-
types) with single mutations emphasizes the need to
develop molecular instrumentation with a single
nucleotide specificity able to distinguish one variant
from another. We carried out a search for specific tar-
gets in mutation sites of the variant SARS-CoV-2 UK
VOC-202012/01. The results of the analysis of the
number of possible variants of test systems (consisting
only of SpdCas9 proteins or all possible pairs of dCas9
proteins) for landing on mutation sites are given in
Fig. 1e. For eight of 13 sites of single nucleotide non-
synonymous substitutions, it is possible to select tar-
gets for the detection using at least one of the consid-
ered test systems, and four possible variants of the
detection system were found for the substitution
A23063T (N501Y) in the spike protein, which leads to
better protein binding to cellular receptors [22].

Thus, as a result of modeling and bioinformatic
analysis, we demonstrated a fundamental possibility
of the design of biosensors for the detection of nucleic
acids of pathogens based on simultaneous binding of
two CRISPR-dCas9 complexes to target DNA locus.
At the same time, signal detection in the proposed
construction occurs due to the interaction of domains
of the reporter system linked to dCas9 proteins. This
kind of biosensors seem to be promising, since they are
easily programmed to bind to given DNA loci by spec-
ifying gRNA of the required sequence. The proposed
approach refers to a developing wide spectrum of dif-
ferent approaches to the detection of nucleic acids
using the ability of Cas proteins to recognize DNA or
RNA sequences in a programmable way [23]. At the
moment, SHERLOCK and DETECTR systems that
use a collateral activity of Cas12, Cas13, and Cas14
enzymes reached the highest degree of practical elab-
oration [5, 24]. However, there are also developments
associated with the use of enzymatic activity of Cas9
proteins or their variations, for example, CRISDA
[25], RACE [26], and CASLFA [27]. In comparison
with these systems, the approach studied in this article
has a number of functional peculiarities. Thus, the
enzymatic activity of Cas proteins is usually more sen-
sitive to the presence of discrepancies between the
spacer sequence and bound DNA region than their
ability to bind to a given locus. Thus, in our variant of
the detection system, possible nontarget effects at the
level of binding of one dCas9 protein will be more pro-
nounced. However, this decrease in the specificity can
be compensated by the need for simultaneous binding
of two dCas9 proteins in neighboring places. Their
interaction through reporter split domains will lead to
the presence of a cooperative effect in the binding of
two dCas9 proteins, which, in turn, will improve the
signal to noise ratio when registering the final signal.
In theory, the use of pairs of high-precision Cas9 pro-
teins [28] will also allow for additionally increasing the
accuracy of this system. The use of colorimetric reac-
tion in the proposed system worsens the detection
limit as compared with the systems in which f luores-
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cent probes are used but provides a number of advan-
tages by reducing the cost of the system due to the
absence of probes and the need to use a complex
equipment. The absence of synthetic components in
the biosensor construction also opens up the opportu-
nities for its integration into regulatory genetic
schemes realized inside living organisms. A high spec-
ificity of binding of Cas9 proteins opens up prospects
for the discovery of single nucleotide substitutions,
which is an urgent task in the detection of viral haplo-
types (for example, SARS-Cov-2 variants).
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